In this paper, we study efficient algorithms towards the construction of any arbitrary Dicke state. Our contribution is to use proper symmetric Boolean functions that involve manipulations with Krawtchouk polynomials. Deutsch-Jozsa algorithm, Grover algorithm and the parity measurement technique are stitched together to devise the complete algorithm. Further, motivated by the work of Childs et al (2002), we explore how one can plug the biased Hadamard transformation in our strategy. Our work compares fairly with the results of Childs et al (2002).
I. INTRODUCTION
Multipartite entanglement is one of the important areas in the field of quantum information that has many applications including quantum secret sharing. In this paper, we focus on the Dicke states [5] , which are useful building blocks in realizing multipartite entanglement. The n-qubit weight w Dicke state, |D n w , is the equal superposition of all n-qubit states of weight w. We refer to [1, 9, 10, 12, 13, 17, 19] and the references therein for detailed discussion.
After the invention of quantum information, many experimental setups have been proposed and tested to verify some theoretical properties. Most of experiments have been focused on the test of multipartite entanglement such as EPR, GHZ, and W states. Since the result of experimental tests depends on the steps for preparing, processing, and measuring, all steps should be refined as much as possible. Among them, the first priority is to prepare the target state with very high fidelity and with efficiency. In this work, therefore, we also focus on the efficient way to prepare certain multipartite quantum state.
In line of GHZ and W states, we have the Dicke state, |D n w , which an equal superposition state of all n-qubit states of weight w. Actually, Dicke state is more general state than GHZ and W states since W state is |D n 1 and GHZ state is the superposition of |D n 0 and |D n n . Therefore, the preparation method for Dicke state can be utilized for other general case as well. At the same time, similar to the above reason, Dicke state can be utilized for many applications such as secret sharing [19] and quantum networking [2] . Related to this, some previous works have been done that focussed on the experimental ways to prepare six-qubit Dicke state [17, 19] with fidelity 0.654 ± 0.024 and 0.56 ± 0.02, respectively.
While the main focus from the viewpoint of experimental physics is to actually provide the implementation of specific Dicke states, our focus is from theoretical algorithmic angle and the only result presented in this direction appeared in [1] . In this work, we show how one can efficiently construct Dicke states by using the combinatorial properties of symmetric Boolean functions, two wellknown quantum algorithms, and the generalized parity measurement. By efficient, we mean that the resource requirements in terms of quantum circuits and number of execution steps is poly(n) to obtain |D n w . Let us consider n-qubit states in the computational basis {0, 1}
n that can be written in the form x∈{0,1} n a x |x , where x∈{0,1} n |a x | 2 = 1. Thus, x can also be interpreted as a binary string and the number of 1's in the string is called the (Hamming) weight of x and denoted as wt(x). Based on this an arbitrary Dicke state can be expressed as follows:
Let us also define a symmetric n-qubit state as
First, we show how one can prepare a symmetric nqubit state with the property that n w |a w | 2 is Ω(
) by using Deutsch-Jozsa algorithm [4] . This requires certain novel combinatorial observations related to symmetric Boolean functions. Then the quantum state out of Deutsch-Jozsa algorithm is measured using the parity measurement technique [9] to obtain |D n w with a probability Ω(
). Thus, O( √ n) runs are sufficient to obtain the required Dicke state. Note that a direct approach to construct a symmetric state has been presented in [1] using biased Hadamard transform. While the order of probability to obtain Dicke state by ours and that of [1] are the same, enumeration results show that the exact probability values are better in our case than that of [1] .
Further, motivated by the idea in [1] , we improve our algorithm further with a modified Deutsch-Jozsa operator that involves the biased Hadamard transform. Since biased Hadamard transform also helps to generate the target symmetric state, the overall probability to obtain the Dicke state increases.
Finally, we can also apply the Grover operator [8] before the measurement. Since Grover algorithm amplifies the amplitude of target symmetric state, this helps to reduce the necessary number of steps into O( 4 √ n).
II. PROPERTIES OF SYMMETRIC BOOLEAN FUNCTIONS A. Walsh Spectrum of Symmetric Boolean Functions
A Boolean function on n variables may be viewed as a mapping from {0, 1} n into {0, 1}. Let us denote the addition operator over GF (2) by ⊕. Let x = (x 1 , . . . , x n ) and ω = (ω 1 , . . . , ω n ) both belong to {0, 1} n and the inner product
Let f (x) be a Boolean function on n variables. Then the Walsh transform of f (x) is a real valued function over {0, 1} n which is defined as
An n-variable Boolean function f is called Symmetric if f (x) = f (y) for all x, y ∈ {0, 1} n such that wt(x) = wt(y). Henceforth, we will denote the set of n-variable symmetric Boolean functions as SB n .
In the truth table of f ∈ SB n , it is enough to provide outputs corresponding to different weights of elements of {0, 1} n only. So an n-variable symmetric function can be expressed by an (n + 1) length bit string as
where f i is the output at the inputs of weight i and re f is referred to as the simplified value vector. When f ∈ SB n , one may note that W f (x) = W f (y) for all x, y ∈ {0, 1} n such that wt(x) = wt(y). Therefore, the Walsh spectrum of f can be represented by an (n+1) length integer string
where rw f (i) represents the Walsh spectrum value at the inputs of weight i.
B. Relation between Walsh Spectrum and Krawtchouk polynomials
We now relate the Walsh spectrum of the symmetric functions [18] with Krawtchouk polynomials [11, 14] .
Krawtchouk polynomial of degree i is given by
From [18] , we get that if wt(ω) = k, then
The (n + 1) × (n + 1) matrix which has K i (k, n) as the (i, k)-th element is known as the Krawtchouk matrix [6, 7] . For example, let us present the Krawtchouk matrix for n = 5 and 6 as follows: 
In these two matrices, one can verify the properties related to the Krawtchouk matrix given in Proposition 1.
To determine all the Walsh spectrum values of f ∈ SB n , it is enough to multiply ((−1) f0 , . . . , (−1) fn ) with the (n + 1) × (n + 1) Krawtchouk matrix. Applying Krawtchouk matrix, the analysis of the Walsh spectra of symmetric functions becomes combinatorially interesting. Elements of a Krawtchouk matrix have nice combinatorial properties and they follow nice symmetry [11] too. We list some of them in the following proposition.
C. Implementation of Symmetric Boolean Functions
The symmetric Boolean functions can be efficiently implemented. As described in [3] , the circuit complexity of n-variable symmetric Boolean functions is 4.5n + o(n). It is known that given a classical circuit f , there is a quantum circuit of comparable efficiency which computes the transformation U f that takes input like |x, y and produces output like |x, y ⊕ f (x) . Thus, we will consider that for f ∈ SB n , the quantum circuit U f can be efficiently implemented using O(n) circuit complexity.
III. ALGORITHMS
A. Find a Special Symmetric Boolean Function which maximizes the Walsh Spectrum
Consider that we want to maximize the Walsh spectrum value corresponding to weight w points and naturally, from the property of symmetric functions, all of them will be equal. Now we present an important combinatorial result to show how to find such symmetric Boolean functions.
Theorem 1 Consider f ∈ SB n . The function f , represented as re f , for which the Walsh spectrum corresponding to the w weight points will be maximized, can be written as
One may note that the maximum value of
This is attained when we take the function of the form as described in the theorem.
Example 1 As example, consider n = 6, w = k = 2. In the corresponding column of the (6 + 1) × (6 + 1) matrix, we get the values as 1, 2, −1, −4, −1, 2, 1. Thus, we will consider the function with re f as [0, 0, 1, 1, 1, 0, 0]. For such an f ∈ SB 6 , the Walsh spectrum values at the points ω, such that w = wt(ω) = 2, will be maximized, which is 1 + 2 + 1 + 4 + 1 + 2 + 1 = 12.
B. Walsh Spectrum of the Special Symmetric Boolean function by Combinatorial Property of Krawtchouk Matrix
Next we present certain results related to column sum of Krawtchouk matrix.
Proof: Let us first prove this for even n.
Following Proposition 1(2), we have
For n even, and k = n 2 , we get,
That is, the recurrence relation follows:
with the initial conditions K 0 ( n 2 , n) = 1 and K 1 ( n 2 , n) = 0 as available from Proposition 1(1). Thus one may note that for odd i, K i ( n 2 , n) = 0. Further, using induction, for even i, we get
Now let us prove this for odd n.
For n odd and k = n−1 2 , from Proposition 1(2) we get
That is, the recurrence relation is as follows:
One can now show by induction that
Using the above two identities and induction, one can verify that |K 2l (
where i = 2l. Hence, we get,
Using Proposition 1(5), we get that
That completes the proof. Theorem 2 Let f ∈ SB n be as explained in Theorem 1 towards maximizing the Walsh spectrum values at weight ⌈
Proof: The Walsh spectrum in this case is
Thus the total sum of the squares of the Walsh spectrum values at weight ⌈
, by Stirling's approximation. One may similarly note that for the trivial cases of w = 0 or n, if one chooses f ∈ SB n following Theorem 1, then n w (rw f (w)) 2 = 2 2n . However, proving the result similar to Theorem 2 for any n and any weight w, in general, seems to be quite tedious. Thus we make detailed enumerations to obtain c(n) = min n w=0
has been verified for n ≤ 1000 and we note that the values stabilize as c(999) = 1.24793 and c(1000) = 0.797685. The graph of this is plotted in Figure 1 for 1 ≤ n ≤ 100, the points for odd n are coming above and those for even n are coming below. Since we are not providing a proof of this, we refer this as follows.
Fact 1 Let f ∈ SB n be as explained in Theorem 1 towards maximizing the Walsh spectrum values at weight w. Then the total sum of the squares of the Walsh spectrum values at weight w,
The proof of the fact seems to be quite tedious and elusive and we leave it as an open problem.
C. Relation between Deutsch-Jozsa algorithm and the Walsh Spectrum of Symmetric Boolean Function
Given f is either constant or balanced, if the corresponding quantum implementation U f is available, Deutsch-Jozsa [4] provided a quantum algorithm that decide in constant time which one it is. Let us now describe our interpretation of Deutsch-Jozsa algorithm in terms of Walsh spectrum values. We denote the operator for Deutsch-Jozsa algorithm as
where the Boolean function f is available as an oracle U f . For brevity, we abuse the notation and do not write the auxiliary qubit, i.e.,
and the corresponding output in this case.
Now one can observe that [15] 
Note that the associated probability with a state |z is
2 2n . Hence we have the following technical result as pointed out in [15] with our interpretation for symmetric functions.
Proposition 2 Given an n-variable
⊗n produces a superposition of all states z ∈ {0, 1} n with the amplitude
corresponding to each state |z . Specially, if f ∈ SB n , then the amplitude corresponding to |z is
D. Algorithm 1: Deutsch-Jozsa Algorithm with Special Symmetric Function
Based on the overall properties, we propose a quantum algorithm as shown in the following algorithm.
Algorithm 1 1. Choose f ∈ SB n as explained in Theorem 1 to maximize the Walsh spectrum values at weight w. 2. Use the Deutsch-Jozsa algorithm to obtain a symmetric n-qubit state |S n = x∈{0,1} n a wt(x) |x , such that n w |a w | 2 is Ω(
3. Apply the parity measurement strategy. If the ancilla state is measured at the basis U w |ζ , then |D n w is successfully obtained. Else go to Step 2 and iterate. The following result provides the estimate of complexity of our algorithm.
Theorem 3 Let f ∈ SB n be as explained in Theorem 1 towards maximizing the Walsh spectrum values at weight w. Given Fact 1, Deutsch-Jozsa algorithm produces a symmetric n-qubit state (before the measurement)
Proof: The proof follows from Theorem 1, Fact 1 and Proposition 2. Now the final step is to measure the symmetric state until we get the target Dicke state by using parity measurement method [9, Section IIIA]. Now we explain how to exploit the parity measurement in our purpose. Note [9, Section IIIA] assumes to use n dimensional qudit ancilla, but we consider a qudit |ζ of dimension n + 1 here. A certain unitary operator U is designed such that, |ζ , U |ζ , U 2 |ζ , . . . , U n−1 |ζ , U n |ζ are all orthogonal to each other and U n+1 |ζ = |ζ . Since |ζ is an (n + 1)-dimensional state, one can indeed obtain a set of such n + 1 orthogonal states. The parity measurement is done on the {|ζ , U |ζ , U 2 |ζ , . . . , U n |ζ } basis. Here |ζ is used as the target state. For the n-qubit control state |x , if it has weight w then its corresponding target state, after application of this circuit, will become U w |ζ (see Figure 2) . Now consider an n-qubit symmetric state as the control input, which is |τ = {|ζ , U |ζ , U 2 |ζ , . . . , U n |ζ } basis, then the state |D n w will be obtained when the measurement result of the ancilla state is U w |ζ . Since the probability of target Dicke state is Ω(
), we should repeat the whole procedure at most O( √ n).
Example 2 Let us have an example taking n = 6, w = 2 to outline our method. In this case the Dicke state will be
We start with is an n = 6 variable symmetric Boolean function having Walsh spectrum value at each of the weight w = 2 point as 12 (following Theorem 1, one may refer to Example 1 also = 0.52734375 and hence one may note that the probability that, after parity measurement, it will land into |D 6 2 is quite high.
E. Comparison with a Previous Method
It was explained in [9] how one can obtain |D ). Thus, the probability of our case and also in [1] are of the same order. While the theoretical comparison of the exact probability values seems elusive, we have made detailed enumerations to observe that the exact probability values in our case are better than that of [1] . Below we present enumeration results towards that.
First we present two graphs to show the probability values associated to |D n w for all w, when n = 999 (to represent odd case) or 1000 (to represent even case). For our case, it is n w
(after application of Deutsch-Jozsa algorithm without measurement), and for the case of [1] it is n w ( w n ) w (1 − w n ) n−w (after application of biased Hadamard transform). From Figure 3 and Figure 4 , it is clear to note that our method provides higher probability (the upper curve) in all the cases except w = 0, n (which are trivial ones) and w = n 2 for n = 1000.
In both figures, the present algorithm shows some variation of probability when the weight is around ⌊ n 4 ⌋. To check whether or not these cases still shows the higher probability than the previous method, we look into the w = ⌊ note that our probability values (the upper curve) are higher than the case of [1] . These results explains the advantage of the use of a suitable symmetric Boolean function which shows higher Walsh spectrum values for the given weight. We have provided numerical evidences that using proper symmetric Boolean functions in Deutsch-Jozsa algorithm provides better probability than the use of biased Hadamard transform as described in [1] . However, motivated by [1] , a natural extension should be to couple biased Hadamard transform in Deutsch-Jozsa algorithm instead of (unbiased) Hadamard transform. Thus, let . We will replace the standard notation of w here by r as we will not restrict ourselves to integer values w ∈ [0, . . . , n], but use any real number r ∈ [0, n] to obtain the optimum probability of success to get a Dicke state.
Instead of using the operator D f = H ⊗n U f H ⊗n , let us first describe the most general operator of the form
where r 1 , r 2 are real numbers in [0, n]. First, we consider the case when r 1 = n 2 , i.e., B r1,n = H, but r 2 = r varies towards optimization. That is
One may note that the application of
|z , where d(x, z) is the (Hamming) distance between two same length binary strings x and z. Before proceeding further, we also have the following technical result.
⊗n is a symmetric state.
Proof:
We need to prove that
is same for all the z ∈ {0, 1} n having the same Hamming weight. Let us consider u, v ∈ {0, 1} n such that u = v, but wt(u) = wt(v). Then we need to prove that x∈{0,1} n (−1)
The proof follows from the fact that
The main problem in this case is that we need to go for trial and error by modifying the symmetric Boolean functions and trying out different values of r n . So far, we could not obtain the exact characterization of symmetric functions while biased Hadamard transform is used. Based on this, we propose Algorithm 2 as follows.
⊗n to obtain a symmetric n-qubit state. The value of r n and the choice of the symmetric Boolean functions are achieved heuristically. 2. Use parity measurement strategy. If the ancilla state is measured at the basis U w |ζ , then |D n w is successfully obtained. Else take the parameters as in Step 1 once again and iterate Step 2.
As we could not characterize this, to provide some experimental results in this direction (see Table I at the end of this draft), we used the following method for some small values of n (n = 4 to 9). We select each of the Boolean functions f from SB n . Given f and a specific weight w, 1 ≤ w ≤ n, we write the expression of success probability as a function of r. Then we apply the M aximize function available in M athematica 8.0 to compute the optimum value of r given f, w, so that the success probability becomes maximum. Note that, as we could not characterize the process yet, this is an exhaustive task and for each n, it requires checking of 2 n+1 symmetric Boolean functions. That is the reason, we can study it for only a few small values of n. However, this is a classical computation that can be done as an off-line work. Once such programs are executed, we can have a database of proper f ∈ SB n and the corresponding r to have the optimal success probability to obtain |D n w . Given these data, the actual quantum algorithm to obtain Dicke states can be efficiently implemented.
IV. NUMERICAL COMPARISON OF THREE APPROACHES
Now we compare three approaches:
• using biased Hadamard operator as shown in [1] ,
• Algorithm 1 based on D f |0 ⊗n , and
The first two cases need O( √ n) complexity, and the third one is a heuristic that shows improved results than the first two. Some numerical results of the probability associated with |D n w are shown in Table I at the end of this draft for n = 4, · · · , 9. As shown in the table, we note that Algorithm 2 provides the highest probability than others. There are a few interesting observations from the enumeration results.
• We note that the improvements using D ′ f are highly significant at w = ⌊ n 2 ⌋ or ⌈ n 2 ⌉ and the significance reduces as w moves away from the middle, i.e., towards w = 1 or n − 1.
• In case of using D ′ f , the success probabilities at w and n − w weights are same for all the values of w, i.e., w ≥ 1. However, the values of r in those cases are same at w and n − w weights for w ≥ 2 only.
V. THE COMPLETE STRATEGY USING GROVER ALGORITHM
Quadratic improvement by Grover's algorithm [8] is achieved in several applications. We point out here how that can be exploited in our algorithm. Although we can construct the target Dicke state by measuring the intermediate quantum state, we may increase the efficiency further by using the amplitude amplification method. Based on this, an adiabatic evolution has been used towards amplitude amplification of the desired states in [1] , but no complexity analysis was shown. In this work, instead, we apply the conventional Grover algorithm [8] as it provides a quadratic speed-up.
Instead of equal superposition |ψ = H ⊗n |0 ⊗n = 1 2 n 2 x∈{0,1} n |x in Grover algorithm, we will use the symmetric state of the form
2 n |x exploiting the properly chosen Boolean function f (x), as explained in the previous sections.
Further, towards inverting the phase, we will use another symmetric Boolean function g(x), different from f (x), where g(x) = 1, when wt(x) = w, and g(x) = 0, otherwise. Based on g(x), we implement the inversion operator as O g , that inverts the phase of the states |x where {x ∈ {0, 1} n |wt(x) = w}. Thus, we consider the operator
Consider the n-qubit state |Ψ = s∈S u s |s + s∈{0,1} n \S v s |s , where u s , v s are real and s∈S u t operator on |Ψ produces |Ψ t , in which the probability amplitude of |X is sin(2t + 1)θ.
We will now use such states |Ψ t in parity measurement. Consider that after the Deutsch-Jozsa algorithm we obtain a symmetric n-qubit state (before the measurement)
, for some constant c. Thus, we have the initial amplitude of target states, {x ∈ {0, 1} n |wt(x) = w}, is sin θ = and hence we need t iterations of Grover like strategy such that
. Here we have good (almost exact) estimate of t, which is not known priori for application in search algorithms.
After the application of Grover like strategy, we will get another symmetric n-qubit state
w | 2 will be very close to 1 and the parity measurement will produce |D n w mostly in one step with very high probability. Thus the exact strategy is similar to Algorithm 1 (Algorithm 2 can be modified with a similar way) in the previous section, where we add one more step as follows.
Algorithm 3
1. Let f ∈ SB n be as explained in Theorem 1 to maximize the Walsh spectrum values at weight w.
2. Use any of the above three strategies (our strategies exploiting Hadamard or biased Hadamard transform or the strategy of [1] ) to obtain a symmetric n-qubit state |S n = x∈{0,1} n a wt(x) |x , such that n w |a w | 2 is Ω(
3. Use G t on |S n , t many times, where t is O( We need O( 4 √ n) steps using Grover algorithm in each run and then a parity measurement should provide |D n w . Thus, we get a quadratic speed-up (which is quite natural) over just using Deutsch-Jozsa algorithm. The number of parity measurement was O( √ n) in the earlier case, once in each iteration. Here it is only a very few (may be 1 in most of the cases).
VI. CONCLUSION AND OPEN PROBLEMS
In this work, we study several quantum algorithms to construct arbitrary Dicke state in a disciplined manner. The key idea is to find a suitable symmetric Boolean function for Deutsch-Jozsa algorithm for the given n and w, use of the Grover algorithm and the generalized parity measurement strategy. Further, we show that it is possible to obtain improved results using biased Hadamard transform suitably. Our results improve the probabilities obtained in [1] and thus provide faster method to construct Dicke states. The problem open in this area is to characterize the enumeration results in case of modifying the Deutsch-Jozsa algorithm with biased Hadamard transform. Obtaining the exact bias ( r n ) in biased Hadamard transform with the corresponding symmetric function to optimize the probability corresponding to the Dicke state seems to be an interesting problem.
Though we look at the problem from theoretical angle, the algorithmic blocks used by us have experienced major advancement towards actual implementation. One may refer to [16, Section 7] for literature related to implementation of quantum gates as well as Deutsch-Jozsa algorithm, Grover algorithm and several measurement techniques. As example, the idea of implementing biased Hadamard transform is related to the Fabry-Perot cavity [16, Page 299] .
